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It is shown that the discrete Alfvén wave induced by the Hall current[S. Ohsaki and S. M. Mahajan,
Phys. Plasmas11, 898(2004)] is equivalent to the kinetic Alfvén wave(KAW ). The KAW is, thus,
accessible in a fluid description. It is further shown that the dispersion relation for the Hall
magnetohydrodynamic waves can be reproduced from kinetic theory only if the ion temperature is
negligible compared with the electron temperature. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1804979]

I. INTRODUCTION

In inhomogeneous magnetohydrodynamics(MHD), non-
ideal effects may remove the singularity in the Alfvén con-
tinuous spectrum1 by inducing higher order derivative in the
mode equation. For example, inclusion of higher order ion
finite Larmor radius termsli =sk'rid2 transforms the Alfvén
continuous spectrum into a discrete spectrum known as the
kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW ).2,3 However, a later study4

showed that the discrete mode disappears if expansion of the
function e−liInslid is avoided. HereInslid is the modified
Bessel function. Mahajan6 found a discrete Alfvén mode in a
more accurate analysis based on full Maxwell’s equations.5

(Earlier studies were done in two-field approximation with
scalar potentialf and parallel vector potentialAi in which
magnetosonic perturbation was ignored.)

Recently, it has been shown7 that the mode equation
based on Hall MHD(HMHD) also induces a discrete Alfvén
mode in addition to the mode found earlier by Mahajan.6 In
the present work we wish to clarify the relation between the
discrete spectrum induced by the Hall current effect and the
KAW. It will be shown that the HMHD mode equation can
be recovered exactly from the kinetic dispersion relation pro-
vided full Maxwell’s equations are employed. Two-potential
approximation based onf, the scalar potential, andAi, the
vector potential parallel to the magnetic field, often used in
low b plasmas is unable to recover the HMHD equation in
which magnetosonic perturbation plays a key role. In the
limit of negligible ion temperaturesTi !Ted and adiabatic
electrons,v!kivTe, the HMHD equation is exact. The dis-
crete mode found in Ref. 7 and attributed to the coupling
between the ion acoustic perturbation and Hall current is
nothing but the exact fluid reincarnation of the KAW. In this
paper, we correct the erroneous estimate of the mode width
found in Ref. 7.

In Sec. II, we review the formulation of the Alfvén wave
equation including the Hall current effect, present numerical
results based on the HMHD equations, and discuss the esti-

mation of the width of the eigenfunction. The dispersion re-
lation for the HMHD waves is derived from kinetic theory.
In Sec. IV, relation between HMHD and kinetic theory is
summarized.

II. DISCRETE SPECTRUM

We begin with a review of the formulation of the eigen-
mode equations derived in Ref. 7 without normalization. We
consider a slab geometry in Cartesian coordinatesx, y, andz,
and a static equilibrium with an inhomogeneous magnetic
field that is a function of onlyx. The thickness ofx in the
slab geometry is the system sizeL0. The ambient magnetic
field is assumed to be

B0sxd = B0
ez + fsxdey

Î1 + f2sxd
, s1d

which satisfies the force-free condition

= 3 B0 = hB0, hsxd = f8sxd/f1 + f2sxdg, s2d

and introduces the following orthogonal unit vectors:

ex, ei = B0/B0, e' =
ey − fez

Î1 + f2
. s3d

The perturbations are assumed to take the form ofq̃
=qsxdexpfiskyy+kzz−vtdg. The wave numbers according to
the coordinate system(3) are

ki =
kz + fky

Î1 + f2
, k' =

ky − fkz

Î1 + f2
. s4d

In HMHD, relevant equations are the equation of motion and
Faraday’s induction law for the perturbed velocity and mag-
netic field,v andb,
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− ivv =
1

m0nM
fs= 3 bd 3 B0 + s= 3 B0d 3 bg

+
iVs

2

v
= s= ·vd, s5d

− ivb = = 3 sv 3 B0d −
1

m0ne
= 3 fs= 3 bd 3 B0

+ s= 3 B0d 3 bg

= B0 = 3 fv 3 ei + isv/vcidvg ; B0 = 3 g, s6d

where Vs is the speed of sound,Vs=ÎgP/r, and vci

=eB0/M is the ion cyclotron frequency. IfVs is small com-
pared to the Alfvén velocityVA=B0/ sm0nMd1/2, that is, in
low b plasmas, the eigenmode equation can be approximated
as

d

dx
F

d

dx
g' − k'

2 Fg' − SsS− kihdg'

. −
ki

2Vs
2a1v2

vci
2 sv2 − ki

2Vs
2d
S d2

dx2 − k'
2 D2

g'

. − ki
2rs

2S d2

dx2 − k'
2 D2

g', s7d

where F=a1v2/VA
2 −ki

2, S=sv /vcida1v2/VA
2, a1=s1

−v2/vci
2 d−1, andrs=Vs/vci is the ion Larmor radius defined

in terms of the speed of sound. The singular perturbation
appears as a finiters effect. Omitting the term representing
electron Landau damping, the equation for the KAW, Eq.
(15) of Ref. 6, is essentially equivalent to Eq.(7). The Hall
currents are included in more rigorous kinetic or two-fluid
approximation and the agreement is not surprising.

We now proceed to numerical analysis of the mode
equation. The equations solved in this analysis are obtained
from Eqs.(5) and (6) as follows:7

SV2 − ki
2 +

d2

dx2Dg' = iF d

dx
sk'gxd + evV2gxG

+
d

dx
FS v

eki

− hDgiG − kik'gi, s8d

sV2 − ki
2 − k'

2 dgx = iSk'

d

dx
− evV2Dg'

+ iSki

d

dx
−

k'v

eki
Dgi, s9d

and

gi =
e2Vs

2V2ki

v2 − ki
2Vs

2FiS d

dx
+

k'

ev
Dgx − S 1

ev

d

dx
+ k'Dg'G ,

s10d

whereV2=v2/ s1−e2v2d. We have normalized the magnetic
fields by B0, the velocities by the Alfvén velocityVA, the
pressures byB0

2/m0, and the scale length byL0. The coeffi-
ciente=sc/vpid /L0 is a measure of the ion skin depth, where
vpi=sne2/e0Md1/2 is the ion plasma frequency. We compare

numerical results with approximations for localized modes.
The assumptions are as follows: the region ofx in the inter-
val s−0.5,0.5d, the function f =cosslxd, kz.0 and ky=−kz

+Î2 that give V0
2;ki

2s0d=1 and k'
2 ;k'

2 s0d@V0
2, l

=s2/k'uV0ud1/2 so that ki
2.1+x2 for small uxu, and e,Vs

,k'
−1!1. For the localized modes aroundx=0, Eq. (7) is

approximately Fourier-transformed to the Schrödinger-type
equation,6,7

d2

dz2c + fm − Vszdgc = 0, s11d

Vszd =
1

s1 + z2d2 −
a

1 + z2 + k'
4 bs1 + z2d, s12d

where m=k'
2 sV2−V0

2d, a=e2v0
2V0

4, b=e2d2V0
4, d2=Vs

2/ sv0
2

−ki
2Vs

2d.Vs
2/v0

2, v0
2=V0

2/ s1+e2V0
2d, and

c = Îs1 + z2d/2pE
−`

`

g' expf− isk'xdzgdsk'xd. s13d

Equation (11) are obtained ignoring the contribution from
boundaries. We solve Eq.(11) numerically using a shooting
code. Equations(8)–(10) are solved with the numerical
method used in Refs. 8 and 9. If we discretize the equations
and combine them with the boundary conditions, we obtain a
matrix equation for the discretized variables. The eigenval-
ues are then obtained by finding the roots of the determinant
of this matrix. We choose here the boundary conditions of
rigid and conducting walls, i.e.,vx=bx=0 atx= ±0.5, which
correspond to

− g' + ivegx = 0, s14d

FIG. 1. First three eigenfunctions ofg' for kz=15. The other parameters are
determined automatically:ky=−15+Î2, V0=1, e=Vs=k'

−1=4.95310−2, and
l=0.315.
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k'gi − kig' = 0. s15d

Figure 1 shows the first three modes of the eigenfunctiong'

for kz=15. The eigenfunctions are well localized aroundx
=0, whereki

2 is minimum. Figure 2 shows the discrete eigen-
values obtained from Eqs.(8)–(10) and those obtained from
Eq. (11). Discrete modes appear above the minimum ofki

2.
Since the HMHD equations do not include the Landau damp-
ing term, all of the discrete eigenvalues are real. For higher
modes, the difference between the two results is larger be-
cause the eigenfunction becomes broader(see Fig. 1) and
may be affected by the boundaries. Sincek'

4 b,1 in the
quadratic term of the potential(12), the width of the eigen-
function in z space is estimated asDz,1; thus the normal-

ized width of g' is D̄x,sk'Dzd−1,e. In fact, the lowest
mode ofg' in Fig. 1 is well fitted by a Gaussian curve of

form exps−x2/2D̄x8
2d with D̄x8.1.89e. These results are in

agreement with those obtained previously using kinetic
theory in Refs. 6 and 10.

The width of the eigenfunction may also be estimated
directly from Eq.(7). In the neighborhood of a singular point
x0, whereFsx0d=0, Eq.(7) is approximated as

F8sx0dDx
d2

dx2g' + F8sx0d
d

dx
g' − k'

2 F8sx0dDxg' − S2g'

. − ki
2rs

2S d2

dx2 − k'
2 D2

g', s16d

whereF8=−sd/dxdski
2d andDx=x−x0. In the absence of the

fourth-order derivative, the eigenfunction contains a logarith-
mic function lnux−x0u (Ref. 1) and the derivative atx=x0

+Dx is thus estimated as

1

g'

d

dx
g' , Dx

−1. s17d

As Dx→0, the fourth-order term increases and becomes
comparable to the second-order term whenDx satisfies the
relation

F8sx0d
Dx

,
ki

2rs
2

Dx
4 . s18d

In this scale ofDx, the fourth-order term modifies the singu-
lar eigenfunction to the regular one. ThisDx gives the width
of the eigenfunction. Sinceki

2.ki
2s0df1+sx/L0d2g and the

singularity is located near the edge of the Alfvén continuum,
i.e., ux0u= uDxu, in the present analysis,F8sx0d is written as

F8sx0d , 2ki
2Dx/L0

2. s19d

Thus, we obtain

Dx , srsL0d1/2 = S Vs

VA

c

vpi
L0D1/2

, eL0. s20d

The width of the eigenfunction observed in Ref. 7,D̃x

,sVs/kivd1/2, is given by the relation

S2 ,
ki

2rs

D̃x
4

. s21d

The fourth-order term is too small to modify the logarithmic

eigenfunction in the scale ofD̃x since

ki
2rs

2/D̃x
4

F8sx0d/D̃x

,
ki

2L0
2

2

v2

vci
2 , ki

2L0
2e2 , e2. s22d

III. KINETIC DISPERSION RELATION

In this section, we derive the dispersion relation for the
MHD waves from the kinetic equations. The wave equation
for a homogeneous plasma is given by11

n 3 sn 3 Ed + e ·E = 0, s23d

wheren=kc/v. The magnetic field is in thez direction and
the wave number vector isk =kxex+kiez. Assuming vTi

!v / ukiu!vTe, Ti !Te and v!vci, the dielectric tensore
(Refs. 5 and 11) can be approximated as follows:

exx . sc2/VA
2da1, s24d

exy = − eyx . − isc2/VA
2da1sv/vcid, s25d

exz= ezx. 0, s26d

eyy . sc2/VA
2da1, s27d

eyz= − ezy. i
c2

VA
2

kx

ki

vci

v
, s28d

ezz. S vpi

cski
D2S1 −

ki
2cs

2

v2 D , s29d

wherecs=sTe/Md1/2 is the ion acoustic speed. The dispersion
relation can be found from the determinant of Eq.(23),

FIG. 2. Frequency as a function of the number of nodes of the eigenfunction
for kz=15. “Numerical” represents solutions of Eqs.(8)–(10), and “Approxi-
mation” represents solutions of Eq.(11).
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* a1v2 − ki
2VA

2 − isv/vcida1v2 kxkiVA
2

isv/vcida1v2 a1v2 − k2VA
2 iskx/kidsvci/vdv2

kxkisc/vpid2skicsd2 − iskx/kidsv/vcidskicsd2 v2 − skicsd2 − skicsd2kx
2sc/vpid2* = 0, s30d

which yields

sv2 − ki
2VA

2dfv4 − k2sVA
2 + cs

2dv2 + k2ki
2cs

2VA
2g

− k2VA
2ki

2VA
2v2sv2 − k2cs

2d/vci
2 = 0, s31d

wherek2=kx
2+ki

2. This equation is identical to the dispersion
relation for HMHD waves,7,12 provided the sound speedVs

=ÎgP/r in HMHD is identified as the ion acoustic speed
cs=ÎTe/M, that is, whenTi !Te. In other words, HMHD is
valid (in the sense that it can be fully recovered from the
kinetic dispersion relation) only if Ti is ignorable.9 The con-
sistency between HMHD and kinetic theory whenTi =0 can
be seen more clearly through the recovery of two important
componentsbz and jz found in HMHD (Ref. 7) from kinetic
theory; see the Appendix.

The coupling term

k2VA
2ki

2VA
2v2sv2 − k2cs

2d/vci
2 = S ck

vpi
D2

ki
2VA

2v2sv2 − k2cs
2d

originates from the product of the diagonal components,

Sv2 −
1

a1
ki

2VA
2DSv2 −

1

a1
k2VA

2Dhv2 − skicsd2f1 + sckx/vpid2gj

= Fv2S1 +
c2ki

2

vpi
2 D − ki

2VA
2GFv2S1 +

c2k2

vpi
2 D − k2VA

2G
3hv2 − skicsd2f1 + sckx/vpid2gj,

and entirely disappears in two-field approximation based on
f andAi alone, namely, if the magnetosonic perturbation is
ignored.

The last term contains fourth-order derivative,

v2k2VA
2ki

2VA
2k2rs

2 ~ k4,

and is responsible for the appearance of localized eigenfunc-
tions of discrete Alfvén mode. Herers=cs/vci is the ion
acoustic Larmor radius. In this form, the coupling between
the shear Alfvén modekiVA and the magnetosonic modekVA

through the ion acoustic Larmor radius is explicitly seen.
When ki

2!k2 and cs
2!VA

2, the dispersion relation for the
shear Alfvén mode is obtained,12

v2 .
ki

2VA
2 + ki

2cs
2sck/vpid2

1 + scki/vpid2 =
ki

2VA
2

1 + skiVA/vcid2s1 + k2rs
2d.

s32d

It is noted thatrs appears isotropicallyk2rs
2 in contrast to the

form based on two-field approximation,

v2 .
ki

2VA
2

1 + skiVA/vcid2s1 + k'
2 rs

2d.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have shown that the mode equation for
the Alfvén wave in Hall MHD can be recovered exactly from
the kinetic dispersion relation in the limit ofTi !Te and
v / ukiu!vTe, i.e., cold ions and adiabatic electrons. The abil-
ity of the simpler one-fluid theory(Hall MHD) in capturing
the essential features of the wave spectrum(removal of the
Alfvénic singularity, for instance), which are normally con-
sidered to be associated with kinetic effects, is important and
bodes well for the future of HMHD theory and codes alike.
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APPENDIX: ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE
KINETIC DISPERSION RELATION

Here we demonstrate an alternative derivation of the dis-
persion relation(31) from kinetic theory. The componentsbz

and jz (perturbed magnetic field and current parallel to the
unperturbed magnetic field) can be found from the following
equations:

− ivb = − ik 3 E, sA1d

m0j = ik 3 b, sA2d

E .
i

e0v
e−1 · j , sA3d

k ·b = k'bx + kibz = 0, sA4d

where

e−1 =
1

ueu1eyyezz− eyzezy − exyezz exyeyz

− eyxezz exxezz − exxeyz

eyxezy − exxezy exxeyy − exyeyx
2 ,

sA5d

ueu = exxeyyezz− exxeyzezy− exyeyxezz.

Substituting Eq.(A3) into Eq. (A1) yields

e0v2b = ik 3 se−1 · j d. sA6d

From Eqs.(A2) and (A4), we obtain
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jx = −
ki

k'

jz, j y = − i
k2

m0k'

bz, by = − i
m0

k'

jz.

The y component of Eq.(A6) gives

v2

c2 ueu jz = − kihkiseyzezy− eyyezzd + k'eyxezyj jz

− k'hkiexyeyz+ k'sexyeyx − exxeyydj jz

− im0
−1skiexyezz− k'exxezydk2bz, sA7d

which yields

m0jz = −
c2

vpi
2

k2kivciv

v2 − ki
2VA

2 bz. sA8d

The z component of Eq.(A6) gives

v2

c2 ueubz = im0skieyxezz− k'exxeyzd jz + k2exxezzbz,

which yields

− vbz = −
k2VA

2sv2 − ki
2cs

2d
vsv2 − k2cs

2d
bz +

c2

vpi
2 kivcim0jz. sA9d

Equations(A8) and(A9) are equivalent to Eqs.(11) and(8)
of Ref. 7 derived from the HMHD and yield the dispersion
relation for the HMHD waves(31). The importance of the
magnetosonic modebz and its coupling to the parallel current
jz associated with the shear Alfvén mode may be better ap-
preciated in this derivation.
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